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Instructional Strategies that Challenge Black College Students

in the Area of Exceptional Child Education

There is often open and frequent :d slon about the disproportionately

large number of Black (and culturally di '.,=) children in classes for the

handicapped: A less frequently discussed matter is the small number of and

specific training needs for Blacks in teaching and higher decision makingposi-

tiQns in ',special education. Noticeable problems n'the preparation of Black

special educators include: (1) high attrition rate among Black college students

- which may be associated with being turned off by training programs that are

inapporpriate with their learnjng styles, (2) demeaning label that some Black's

associate with special education, (3) failure to certify for a teaching position

because of low NTE scores; and (4) problems in procuring key positions of em-.

ploymgnt.

Reflecting on the first problem area; it is reasonable to feel that teacher'

training programs should give attention to what training is best suited for what

persons. For example, it is thought that distinguishing learning characteristics.

of disadvintaged students are (1) physical and vi. al rather an aural, (2)

ability to express feelings of emotion, (3), ability to imprOvis .th cpmmon-

place materials, and (4) problem-centered rather than abstr red. To

effectively work with disadvantaged college students,tea ers must make the cur-

riculum reflect on social changes and other phenomena of interest to them, offer-

)

ing the most sensitive and alert kin f guidance possible.

The purposes of this presentation is to delineate some teaching strategies

which challenge Black college trainees in the area of exceptional child education.

While it is felt that all teaching,strategies should stress the development of

fundamental teacher competencies, the additional. concern here is with those

strategies that appeal tithe cultural uniqueness and learning styles of Blacks.



Before presenting information on speci c instructibna1'strategies attention

is given to (1) the status of Black professii nalssin the area bf special education

and (2.) learnIng styles eommonly.exemplified by Black college students. Data for

the paper are ibased-on 'a review of related 1 terature,-Observations, information

thered'by e ndueting surveys, and the results of a more formal, research study.

Status, of Black Professionals in Special Education

/
A sharp contrast exists between the humber of Blacks in special education

class s in the public schools and the number of Black Special educators in key

posi ions in the'teaehing profession. In essence there are Hiny Black students

in special classes and few Black tpecial educators in key-positions. The dis-

crepancy could be discussed in-termS of external fbrc s inherent in, our society

and internal forces within Blacks that mate them lesNeager to pursue to the
. )

fullest opportunities that do exist.

Segregation. practices in our society over the- years .have.kept Blacks from

obtaining an education commensurate with their white counterPartt. Other p

blems that impede Blacks= from earning an education which existed in the past and

still exist are (1) required 'scores on standardized tests for program entry'and.

Program graduation, and (2) ladtof edequate career counseling in the schools.

It is felt that Black's often fail to,eleet special education as a field of

studybecause of its poor appeal. One edUcator stated that "being Black'is one

strike against you and-studying in special education would only make the second

strike against you."

Many Blacks who went into. special education did not develop into good role

models'to attract other Backs to the field. They are often not adequately re-

presented in key decision making positions, on national conference agenda; and

among textbook writers and scholarly researchers.

It has been docUmented that universities are not training minority individuals



for leader.ship roles in administration in sufficient nuMbers (Vance and' Howe,

T974). This is significant in view of a concurrent finding that 28.9 percent,of

the perSons trained in special 'education administration procured emplOyment in

'college and university teaching-positigns. When such combinations are.put to-
,

gether the problem of gaining adequate Black representation in the profession

is compounded.

How 'Blacks are treated in the university setting is also a factor in their

pursuing Ad completing a professional'prograM of study; Moore. 0974k,charged
I

that the "take it or le* it" policy employed by univerSities,"in training dis-

advantaged individuals produces serious problems. Only a.few can take-it and too

-
many of the less motivated leave. the scene without obtainingan education. New

policies must be adopted to include modification of the curriculum ajid instruc-
,

tional strategies to meet the needs of_Black disadvantaged youths. This is

especially true when,` -for exampl?, a relative large predominately Black univer-

sity has eighty (80) percent of its enrollment to qualify 'for federal financial

assistance.

LearnjAng Styles

Learning style.is viewed as a phenomenon that varies among individuals, is

identifiable, and requires complementary-instructional methodology or teaching

styles (Dunn and et. al., 1977). It consists of distinctive behaviors which

serve as indicAtors of how a person learns from'and adapts to his environment

(Gregori, 1979):

Considerable attention has focused on how people learn. Charles (1976)

pulled together notions of cognitive style from such individuals as Bruner

(conservative/gambling focusers), Gardner (leveling/sharpening), Guilford (con-
.

vergent/diverGent), Kagan (impulsive/reflective), Witkin (field-dependent/field-
,

independent), Runner (styles of life/attion,Y., Torrance (freedom/control oriented),

t.1"
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and Coop,and-Brown (analytic/non-analytic). He put the cognitive. styles together

in teacher reeognizeable patterns as.(1) ad-Venturers.i'(2) ponderers§/anC6)

drifters: The 1*-ntni styles. (patterns),are further discussed in reference to

confort conditions which affor;d thelearner special satitfaction andfeedback

responses which help the learner to improve. It was postulated that ttaching

/,

strategi0(0.g. open experience, individualized, structured individualized, and

group Instruction) are need6d for students based on their learning style, confort
.0

conditions, and 'necessary feedback.

Presenting "styles" as hypothetical constructs to explain the teaching-

learninT process; Fischer and-Fischer (1979) suggested ten learning styles and

six teaching styles. The learning styles are: (1) incremental learner, (2)

intuitive learner, .(3) sensory Spetialist;:(4) sensory generalist, (5) emo=:

tionally involVed, (6) emotionally neutral, (7) explicitly structured, (8)

open-ended structure, (9) .damaged learner, and (10.) eclectic learner'.. A des-

cription7;pf each was given with suggestions relat-iye to'the best learning en-

vironment for each type. The teaching styles which differ from a method of

instruction,are: (1) task-oriented, (2) cooperative planner, (3) chifd cen-

tered, (4) subject centered, (5) learping centered, and (6) emotionally ex-

citing and its counterpart. The authors stated that the styles are not entirely

exclusive of each other, e.g. the visual learner can benefit from lecturers and

both learning and teaching styles can be modified. The association of intelligence

with a particular style of learning was-viewed as a misconception.

Dunn and Dunn (1979) discussed teaching style in terms of nine elements.

They are (1)' ducationa philosophy, (2) student preferences, (3) instruc-

tional plahni (4) student groupings, (5) room design, (6) teaching environ-

.

kment, (7) t aching characAristics,'(8) teaching methodsand (9) evaluation

techniques.

Limited" attention has been given to the development of instruments to assess
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individual's' learning styl s. Dunn and et.a . (1977) developed an instrument,

the Le'arning Style InvpritOry (LSI),,baSed_on researA data that yielded 18 .ate-

pries which suggest that learners are affected by their (1) immediate environ-

ment (sound, temperature, light, and design), (2) emotionality (motivation,

responsibility, persistence,' -and structure), (3) sociological needs (self,

pairs, peers, teams,.adult,,and/or varied), and (4) physical needs (perceptual

strengths and/or weaknesses, time of day, intake of food and fluids, and mobility

The LSI is valid and reliable for grades 3-12, the PEPS Productivity

Environmental Preference Scale, is being tested for adults,

Having discoursed on learnigg and teaching styles as a general concept, we

have come to the point of making inferences relative to Blacks and/or the dis-

advantaged. Riessman (1966) gave the following characteristics as typical of the

deprived chil's learning style:
0

1. physical and Visual rather than aural
2.. content-centered rather than:form-centered
3. externally oriented rather than introspective
4. problem-centered rather than absract-centered

inductive rather than-deductive
6. spatial rathePthan.temporal
7. slow, careful, patient, persevering (in areas of importance),

rather than quick, clever, facile, flexible

Gregori (1979) recognized that-some people operate best In'concrete situations,

others in abstract situations, and. some perform well in, both. The same .kind.or,

diversity exists with preferende for sequential or4Ciering versus nonsegyential and

functioning independentl' versus with a group.

Extreme cautioh should be used in labeling certain groups of people as hav-

ing specific learning styles. Great diversity is sure toexist. However,..

Almanza and Mosley (1980) discussed individual traits or learning styles With
,

implications relative to' race and ethnicity. The style, movement repertoire

relates to active/passiVe.behavir. It was reported that Black children tend to

possess a richer movement repertoire than Euro-American children. This type of

behavior tends not to satisfy normative standards;



is

The other pattern was perceptual, style (field dependent 14ersus field independence)

and cognitive,style.(reflectiity versus impulsivity). 'It was reported that'the

'field dependent/impulsive..characteristics often profile the exceptibrilly cul-

Orally 'diverse child.'

`There are benefits, to be derived from matching teaching styles with learning

arningstyles. Among them are improved mental health; Self understanping, and

(Gregori, .1979). It has been said that when taught through methods tha com-

plement learningscharacteristics, students at all'levels become increas ngb,

motivated and achieve better academically (Dunn and et.al., 1977; Dunn and Dunn,

1979). A common notion seems to be 'that if teachers work: with students through

their learning styles, success will be realized and there mill exist a humanistic,

caring, nurturing atmosphere.

Instructional Strategies' that APPeal to. Blacks

An overly simplified response to this topic could be very 'misleading. It

,'should be kept in mind that much variability exists with Blacks- in terms of learning

styles and the kinds of instructional strategies rieeded'vary accordingly: These

premises are to be :kept in mind as=.the expounded upon.

A-general principle;in education iethatleaning.shouldroceed in an

order consistent with the logic of the subject matter and psychological nature
.

of the student. Material is best learned in stages, over a period of time,

through"an enlargeFient on or an assimilation of previously gained information

(Labpley, 1979).

Riesman (1966).provided some general principles for teaching deprived children.

They are:

. J
1. Allow more time for mastering material.

.

0,

2. :Presentsufficient examples to enable getting the point_
3. Work to strengthen verbal eXpreSsion and use of formal language
4. Make use of',performance activities; role-playing, use of physical and

concrete expressions ...:_. ,

5; Allow warm -up periods in studying
6...Pin abstractions to the immediete,_the sensogi_the topical
7. Let external -stimulation precede the Vit3er development

8. Make many activities into a game formgt,



9. Make use of teaching machines
10. Use experience - centered learning attuned to the pace of the child

11. Be lively = "win the ciiildren tollearnine

'The, rest of this presentation' is limited to a survey and research study

onducted on college students-in a predominantly Black university.

The authors observed some basic practices employed in training teachers

preparation program, Identified were 16 major learning activities.

in

A semantic differential approach was -used to determine the exten to WhiCh

the learning activities appealed to students; The nineteen (19) subjects were

A
studying at the master's level in the field of special education, mainly female,

and :predominantly Black. Ten sets of adjectives, expressing the positive and

negative extremes oh a seven point scale, were incorporated or the survey form for

each learning activity;

The survey form was administered to the'students with. the instructions =.

Using the adjectives provided beneath each type of instructional activity,

make'a mark on the scale to indicate .how the,activityayeals to you, as a student-.

StatistiCal analysis consisted of tallying responses; arriving -at a mean for

each adjective and a mean for each learning activity. The latter mean was used in

ranking the learning.activities from highest (number 1) to, lowest (numb,,T6)

appeal. Tabled contains the activities., mean rating, and rankorden of the means.

Insert Table 1 about here

By rank Order,.. the learning activities that ap.pealedMost to t14students

).e

.

were (1) teach children, (2) tutor a child;- (a) demonstrate teaching strategies,

and N) take fldtrips, respe4tively. Learning activities with the least appeal,.

were (16) view chartS, graphs,'etd015) use libraries, (14) conduct interviews, and

(13} view fildis,'respectiveTy.

n1



Learning Activities ,

And Their. Appeal. to Black College ,Students

Learning Activities Means Ranks

1. Oral reports:'

2. Written reports

3. Viewing charts, graphs,

4. Fieldtrips

5.2

5.7

4.26

5.9 0

12

.6

16

4.

5. Condacting interviews 5.03 14

6. Participating in seminars 5.54 10

7. Use libraries 5.01 15

React professional journals 5.60

9. Vi.ew films 5.16. 13

10.. Uqe test instruments 62 8

'11. Participate AP practica
4! 1

:5:21 11

12. Demonstrate teaching strategies 5.93 3

13... Evaluate teaching effectiveness '5.71 5

14. Make learning centers 5.68 7

,

15. Tuor a child 6.13.. 2.

16. Teach children 6.34



Mean ratings were also compu ed for each of the ten adjective sets.

For exaMplethe learning activity "teachchildre0 was rated on the high side

as good, shai.p, lively;. warm, and friendly. Lowest ratings for the activity

Were tense ands 0
J
(see Table 2). he learning activity "view charts, graphs,

tnsert'Table 2 about here

ft

and etc, Which was viewed as having theoverall lowest appeal:to the students,

.
e

was rated on the high side as good, sweet, and warm... Lowest ratings for the

activity, were dull. and boring.

Based On_the findings from this pilot survey, the majOr speculations are

that Black college :students (1) prefer learning activities that are closely

associated ,with their career choice in this ,situation, tea'c'hing. and (2) they

rate the fundamental learningactivitieshighes.t in erms. of being "good" and
a .

loWesti in.terms of being. "tense._'.' The findings also have Some implitations,for,

-...,

lo_ns:given in the.lit'eratute relatiVe to the lea'rning styles of Blacki. .

-..;
.T4

,--

,,,

10'...a more formal research study Gentry and Wen (In prets) inVestigated.0e,

c:,
_ ...

effectiveness ora designed teaching strategy used with. Black,college sttidents.
,

. . . :i.

ii! f
A descriOtinn and the results of thestudy are provided;

1 _'
,,

It had been. observedsthat college students in special education and related

areas were-Icreasingly expressing interestiri teaching that contained sub-

: .

,stantive 'Matter presented in an:appealing manner. So-the p6rpose of the study

was to compare student preceptiOns.oftWo instructional apprOachescompetency

,.' based teacher. education.(CBTE) and a devisedapproachcompetency based humanistic

educatibn (CBHE), relative to the extent to which, the methods entailed competency

based and humanistic teaching characteristics.

The authors incorporated characterfstics of behaviorism and hUmanism and

initiated the instructional strategy which was arbitl"arily entitled competency

based humanistic education (CBHE): Characteristics of existing .CBTE approaches



.

Adjective Means fdr "Teach Children"

Adjectives Mean Ratings-.

Good/bad

Sharp4pull

*Sour/Sieet_
t

*5.ad/Happy

*BoriPg/Interestitig

Clear/Confusing..

Relaxed/Tense

*Cold/Warm

' Friendly/Unfriendly

6.53

6.47

6.38 *),

6.06

6.39

6.47

6..38

5.82

6:4i

6.47

0

-*Inverted order was adjusted in mean computation_



can be summarizideas (1) explicitly defined learning competencies, (2)

individualized assistance available to the learner, (3) pre=established

Criteria for successful completion of_ competencies, and .(4) Predominately

teather=direCted instruction. The CBHE approach was structured to. include the

first three factors- above; plus (1) alternative competencies frOm which students

' could choose, (2) student=:Choice in selection of competencies, and (3) student-
_

facilitatedinstructiOn (all: sitting in circle and students encouraged to

freely participate in discussion).

Subjects consisted ofstudents in two special education classes at the

graduate" leVel. One class was randomly assigned as the experimental group

and, taught by theCBHE approach and the other class served'as the control

group with CRTE as-the method of instruction. Both methods'contained common

competency features with CBHE possessing additional features considered to be

humanistic. Pre- and post- assessments were made OR student perceptions. It

.was found that the CBHE group perceived their method as ore favorably

expousing humanistic as well as competency charaCteristics when compared to

perceptions of the CBTE group!

BASed on. the study it seemed reasonable to conclude that college teaching

can be competency based_and humanistic in.approadh; and in effett, be more

readily viewed as such by the students than other conventional approaches,

Also noteworthy were the facts that students in the,CBRE group expressed

greater enthusiasm about their learning atmosphere and made higher grades as

a-group. than the CBTE group.

It has been observed that either CBTE or a humanistic approach emphasized

iniolated tends to have severe limitations. The conventional CBTE approach

is often viewed as "cold natured" and barren in respect to certain individual

needs. Education which is basically humanistic in.nature frequently leads



to an.outcry from-facets of the population for attention to the basic fanda=

men-01s of knowledge. CB as delineated in the present study merges the two

pproaches; thereby; capitalizingLon the strengths of both. It accentuates

an academic environment which encompasses skills and competencies relevant to the

needs and interests oflearners.t. If furtb.erAPYeloped and adequately executed,

it is felt that CBHE could become a beacon in higher education; turning learners

on as they master skills geared to- their professional aspirations and turning

educators on as they fulfill their accountability expectations to students and

the institution of which they are employed.



Summary and Conclusions

A rationale was put forth for recruiting more Black college students.in

the field of special education and for meeting their unique educational needs.

Attention was also given to teaching and learning styles with particular

implications for Blacks. If was not established that all Blacks exemplified a
,

.

particular learning style nor was it established that all Blacks respond

equally as: well to a particular teaching-style. The position of the authors

is that learning and teachirig styles should be studied in terms of their

effectiveness in training Black college studies.

It was speculated from the results of a survey that Blacks tend to

find learning activities closest associated with their career goal most appeal-

iib. Perhaps. a key fattOr to remember in training Blacks is curriculum 'and

activity relevance. Teachers should be able tb demonstrate and point out

how various instructions impact on the teaching career that Blacks have

chosen.

Current emphasis is on addressing the issue of cultural diversity in our

society. It is thereforejncumbent upon university personnel to identify and

employ instructional strategies that have appeal and at the same time meet the

educational'needs'of Black college students.

13
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